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with OVA mixed with alum and SEB in various ratios (SEB/alum) twice at 2-week intervals, and the IgG subtypes, IgG1 and IgG2a, in the sera of the immunized mice were analyzed by ELISA. The ratio of SEB/alum of 1.6 showed the highest antibody response. We used this ratio of SEB/alum as a standard to compare the immunogenicity of the mixture with the same ratio of
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Questions: 1 What's the difference between the full version and trial version? 2 What's the difference between v8.05 and v8.05M? 3 What's the difference between the v8.05 and the 7.08? Questions: 1 What's the difference between
the full version and trial version? The "Atlas V14 Trial" is a thirty day promotional or evaluation version of the software with a "READ ONLY" licence. The "Atlas V14 full" version is the full version of the software with a "READ /WRITE"

licence. 2 What's the difference between v8.05 and v8.05M? The "Atlas V8.05 M" is a fully updated version of the v8.05 that includes the following new features: * "All Unions / All Unions PDF" option added. This allows creating a union
with all unions (Union, Coast, Land, etc.) at once. Also you can choose a different presentation style and specify the union name. * "All Unions / All Unions RGB" option added. This allows creating a union with all unions (Union, Coast,
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presentation style and specify the union name. * "Clippings" option. You can paste clipboard texts into a union (under construction) or other atlas templates. * "Extract / Paste" functionality has been enhanced. Now you can select
polygons with the selection tool and paste them into a union (under construction) or other atlas templates. * Clicking a union in the map list can be selected as a "selection action". This allows you to register a union or sub-union as a

"selection action". * Polygons extracted from digital globes now have an "Extract" button instead of "Copy
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